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Comments by Manthan Adhyayan Kendra, Pune on the Draft Notification on Flyash
Utilisation Dated 22 April 2021Manthan Adhyayan Kendra is a centre engaged in research, analysis and monitoring of the waterand energy sectors. We give below our comments on the Draft Notification on Fly Ash Utilisation of
April 2021 (referred to as Draft Notification from here on). Our comments are divided into 3sections. First, we give some overarching comments, followed by clause wise suggestions and thenat the end give some suggestions which do not necessarily correspond to any specific clause in theDraft Notification.
Overarching Comments

1. The Draft Notification makes it explicit, in an unambiguous way that Thermal Power Plants(TPPs), the generators of flyash* are primarily responsible for ensuring its completeutilization. This is a very welcome step. The requirement making it mandatory for all TPPsto report the status of compliance regarding the same, which until now was not included inflyash management legislation, is also an important addition.
2. We would urge that the Draft Notification recognise three basic principles, articulate themand align its provisions to these principles.Principle 1: The most important way to manage fly ash in a safe manner and ensureits 100% utilisation is to first and foremost ensure as much reduction as possible inthe quantity of fly ash generated. This is critical given the huge volumes of ash beinggenerated every year.Principle 2: The fundamental objectives of the Draft Notification must be both, fullutilisation of ash, and the prevention of any harm to the health of local communitiesas well as to the environment. This clarity is missing and the Draft Notificationappears to prioritise full disposal without adequate considerations of the safety ofhealth and environment.Principle 3: There is a fundamental difference between utilisation of ash and itsdisposal. The Draft Notification does not make this distinction and modes ofdisposal (e.g. filling of mine voids) are also presented as utilisation. This differenceis important as the safeguards needed for disposal of ash are quite different andmuch higher than those needed where ash is really “utilised”. Such safeguards fordisposal are missing in the Draft Notification.

* Note: The term ‘flyash’ in this document, just as in the Draft Notification, has been used to mean both flyash,bottom ash and a combination of the two, to be taken as appropriate based on context.
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3. Certain modes of utilisation have been given a renewed push, such as use of ash for shoreprotection measures and export of flyash. However, they have been listed withoutprocedural or regulatory details. We believe the potential for such modes to beenvironmentally problematic is high, and therefore feel it necessary for proper regulatoryand safeguards framework for the same to be included in this notification.
Clause Wise Comments

4. Add “water bodies and wetlands” to list of areas where ash dumping should be
preventedRelevant Clause: The Fourth “Whereas” in the Introductory Recital. This states:“And whereas, it is necessary to protect the environment and prevent the dumping and disposal of

fly ash discharged from coal or lignite based thermal power plants on land;”.Recommendation: To this statement we suggest the following should be added – “…on land,
wetlands, surface water bodies and other ecologically sensitive areas likely to be negatively
affected by flyash dumping and pollution.”Rationale: In many places, fly ash is being dumped or released into waterbodies like rivers(Kesla River / Dengur Nallah, Korba) or sensitive wetlands like mangroves (Ennore, T.N.) apartfrom dumping on land. It is important that such dumping in and on wetlands be prevented andthis should be a part of the objectives.
5. Delete “Filling of Low Lying Land” from allowed uses of fly ashRelevant Clause: Section A (2): This clause provides a list of “purposes” for which ash can beutilised.Recommendation: The item “(v) filling of low lying area” should be deleted from this list.Rationale: This provision directly contradicts the objectives articulated in the Fourth Whereasin the Introductory Recital, namely “prevent the dumping and disposal of fly ash … on land”.Further, the clause clearly states that ash must be used “only” for these purposes which shouldbe “eco-friendly”. The impacts of dumping ash on low-lying land are well-known, severe andinclude pollution of land, air (dust pollution) and water, with serious health impacts for localcommunities and flora/fauna. Thus, filling of low lying land is not an eco-friendly use of ash.Filling of low lying areas is also often used as an excuse for irresponsible dumping of ash, and itsinclusion will provide a very big loophole in the Notification and will allow ash dumping on landto continue unabated, with severe ecological consequences.It may be argued that Clause 16 of this Draft Notification and the August 2019 OM of MoEFCCand CPCB Guidelines provide adequate protection to ensure that filling of low lying land with
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ash will not cause ecological problems. However, these guidelines are inadequate in many ways,and experience has shown that in spite of such guidelines and permissions, filling of low lyingareas with ash is hazardous both to ecology and human communities. The breach of ash dumpon low lying land of the Sasan Thermal Power plant in Singrauli on 10 April 2020 where sixpeople were killed in the subsequent ash flood is a stark reminder of the severe risks ofdumping ash in low lying lands, even with all permissions and guidelines.Lastly, we may note that the Expert Appraisal Committee of the MoEFCC itself had prohibitedsuch disposal for many years for all these very reasons.Thus, this mode of disposal of ash must not be permitted.
6. Committee to Recommend Eco-Friendly Way of Ash Use must include independent

experts, representatives of ash-affected communities; eco-friendliness of permitted
modes must be revisited and establishedRelevant Clause: Clause (3) in Section (A) of the Draft Notification calls for the creation of acommittee to “examine and review and recommend the eco-friendly ways of utilisation of ash and

make inclusion/ exclusion/modification in the list of such ways as mentioned in Para A(2) based
on technological developments and requests received from stakeholders.”Recommendation: We urge that the committee must include independent experts from thefields of ecology, environmental science, social impacts and human health and civil societygroups working on ash related issues. Further, the committee must also include representativesof communities affected by fly ash disposal and use.Environmental and health impact studies, site specific, case specific for bulk usage modes incurrent disposal / utilisation of ash, and long term impact studies of final end uses currentlybeing practised including the modes permitted as per Clause A(2) need to be carried out andthe results should guide whether a specific “use” would be permissible. This should be used torevisit and revise the list in A (2). This mandate can be added to the Committee proposed herein Section A (3) to be taken up on a priority basis.Rationale: Most often the problems including ecological, social and health impacts of ash useand disposal have been exposed, highlighted and pursued by independent experts, civil societygroups and local affected communities. It is thus imperative that they be included in this andsuch committees.Apart from looking at the possible newer eco-friendly modes of ash utilisation, there is also aneed to study post-facto whether current practices, and in particular several of the modespermitted in Clause A(2) are really eco-friendly and whether they should continue to bepermissible modes of ash utilisation.Typically, an eco-friendly practice is one that ensures least possible harm is done to theenvironment. Impacts of several modes permitted in A(2) for utilizing fly ash such as for mine
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void filling, filling low lying areas and as soil conditioner in agriculture, are serious. Potential forthe leaching of heavy metals from fly ash into surface and groundwater when ash is stored in‘low lying areas' or abandoned mine voids, is one example. This apprehension can be seen in thestand taken by the EAC itself in the past and we believe the same has not been resolved as yet.As such, there is need to re-visit and establish properly the rationale behind declaring thesemodes as eco –friendly. Studies based on which they are right now included as eco-friendly inClause A(2) should be made public.
7. New Proposed Compliance Cycles Should Not Privilege Current Laggards: Alternative

Suggestions for First Compliance CycleRelevant Clause: Clause (4) in Section (A) of the Draft Notification puts forward a three yearcycle for all TPPs to achieve 100% utilisation of fly ash, mandating a minimum of 80%utilisation in any given year. However, for the first compliance cycle, the clause allows oneadditional year for those with 60-80% utilisation in the year 2021-22 and two years for thosewith utilisation less than 60%.Recommendation: The three year cycle for all TPPs to achieve 100% annual average utilisation,with a minimum of 80% utilisation in any given year is a good target and we suggest that thisprovision should be maintained. However, we recommend that the duration of the first cycle isdifferent than that suggested in the Draft Notification.We urge that compliance with existing regulations should be the criteria in setting the durationfor the first compliance cycle and not the level of ash utilisation achieved. Thus, all plantscommissioned upto 2016-17 would have the first compliance cycle itself of three years as theyanyway have to meet 100% ash utilisation target in 2020-21.The plants commissioned during 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 would have the firstcompliance cycle corresponding to the number of years left before they are mandated toachieve 100% utilisation as per the current notification, that is, 1,2, and 3 years respectively. Inother words, the first compliance cycle for these plants is merely the completion of theirremaining cycle as per the current notification. However, the minimum annual targets for themwould not be 80%, but the target corresponding to their year of operation as per the currentnotification.For plants commissioned during 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20, in case any condition in theEnvironment Clearance or any other statutory binding direction mandates 100% ash utilisationthen these plants also will have their first compliance cycle itself of three years.For plants to be commissioned during 2020-21 and subsequent years, the first cycle itself willbe of three years. The second cycle for all power plants will be of three years. The table belowsummarises these recommendations.
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Year of Commissioning ofTPP / Particulars of TPP First Compliance Cycleto Meet 100% Utilisation Second Compliance Cycleto Meet 100% Target
2016-17 or earlier 3 years 3 years
2017-18 1 year* 3 years
2018-19 2 years* 3 years
2019-20 3 years* 3 years
2020-21 onwards 3 years 3 years
EC or any other bindingdirection mandates 100%utilisation 3 years 3 years
* These years are the years remaining in its cycle as per current notification. For purposes of calculating fines,shortfall will be measured for these TPPs with respect to the targets for the respective year as per current notification.Lastly, in case a TPP is retiring / decommissioned in the middle of its compliance cycle, then itwill have to ensure 100% utilisation of all ash by the end of the year of retirement.Rationale: Allowing more time in the new proposed cycle to the TPPs who have not achievedadequate ash utilisation currently is actually privileging the laggards and violators; and is unfairto those who have met current targets. We suggest that compliance with existing regulationsshould be the criteria in setting the duration for the first compliance cycle as this is a fairercriterion.Current regulations require all TPPs to achieve 100% ash utilisation four years from the date ofcommissioning. This means that plants commissioned up to year 2016-17 would anyway berequired to meet 100% ash utilisation by the year 2020-21.  Plants commissioned during 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 are required to have utilised 90%, 70% and 50% ash respectively by2020-21.
8. Treatment of Legacy Ash needs change in timeline, more safeguards and definition of

‘stabilised’ that evolves from a participatory methodRelevant Clause: Clause (5) in Section (A) of the Draft Notification gives the definition of“Legacy Ash”, and a timeline of 10 years for its full utilisation with intermediate targets, and
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also provides exemption from utilisation of fly ash if the ash pond is certified as “stabilised” and“reclaimed”.Recommendation: We strongly support the provision for ensuring 100% utilisation of all legacyash.However, we recommend that the number of years over which all legacy ash has be to utilisedshould be reduced to 7 years (seven years), with appropriate intermediate mandated utilisationtargets.Prior to any certification of any ash pond as stabilised and/or reclaimed, there is a need toevolve definitions and understanding of what this means. Such a definition should start withwhat are the objectives for “stabilising” and “reclaiming” ash ponds, and the primary objectivemust include making them risk free for the environment, ecology, local communities, cattle,flora-fauna. Thus, we suggest that a committee headed by CPCB should be set up to evolve sucha definition and understanding of what these terms mean, and guidelines to achieve suchstabilisation/ reclamation. This committee must necessarily have representatives ofcommunities directly impacted by ash, independent experts, and representatives of civil societyworking on this issue.Further, the process of certification that an ash pond has been stabilised and reclaimed mustinclude the participation of communities directly impacted by ash, independent experts,representatives of civil society. That is, the determination and certification process will includeall these above-mentioned groups.Further, no ash pond that has been set up without a bottom lining, or where there are clearindications that the bottom lining if provided has been damaged, will be certified as stabilised.Ash from such an ash pond must be fully utilised.In case a TPP is retiring / decommissioned before the period given for utilisation of its legacyash, it will have to achieve 100% utilisation of the legacy ash before its retirement regardless ofthe timeline provided in this clause.Lastly, much of the legacy ash represents gross violation of the mandatory and statutorilybinding requirement of 100% utilisation provided for by the Fly Ash notification as issued andamended from time to time. Thus, we suggest a flat one-time environment-health-mitigationcharge on each TPP on the total amount of its post-2009 legacy ash. A suitable rate can be fixedfor this (say 100 Rs / ton of ash) and the amount collected must be used for immediateamelioration of the ecological and health impacts of the legacy ash. This is an interim, one timemeasure till the full utilisation of legacy ash is achieved, and this charge should be different thanthe fines proposed in the Section C. This is a charge to address in the short term the impacts ofpast violations; the fines proposed are for future violations of provisions of this DraftNotification.Rationale: The intention to address the issue of legacy fly ash is very important and is a
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welcome provision. We strongly support that this provision should be retained. However, someof its details need to be changed. As the legacy fly ash is responsible for many serious andadverse impacts on local communities like air, land and water pollution and health impacts, tenyears is too long a time to address it. More important, the exemption provided from utilisationof legacy ash where the CPCB/SPCB certifies an ash pond as ‘stabilised’ and “reclaimed” is avery problematic loophole as the provision can be used to evade complete responsibilitypertaining to unutilised ash that has accumulated over the years. Adding to this is the problemthat there is no clear and acceptable definition of what “stabilisation” and “reclamation” of ashpond means, particularly so that such ash ponds are environmentally and health-wise safe.Research has shown that the effects of long-term contact of coal ash with water may takeseveral years to be identified, and unutilised accumulated ash, even if “stabilised” viaplantation/closing of ash pond areas, may continue to pollute groundwater, surface water andsoil in the years to come.
9. Revise emergency ash pond area to be in line with the Flyash Notification 2009 and

CEA report on land requirements for thermal power plants (2010); involve
community in certificationRelevant Clause: Clause (6), Section A of the draft notification states that, “Any new Thermal

Power Plant may be permitted an emergency/temporary ash pond with an area of 0.1 hectare per
MW...”Recommendation: The area of land allowed to be used for emergency/temporary ash pondsmust vary depending on the type of coal being used (as opposed to the uniform 0.1 Ha per MW).Plants using indigenous coal should be allowed 0.1 Ha/MW for ash pond area, and those usingimported coal should be allowed 0.02 Ha/MW. For plants using coal with ash content of 45% ormore may be allowed 0.1 Ha/MW as well.The annual certification of ash ponds on safety, environmental pollution etc. as provided for inthis clause must involve independent experts, civil society representatives as well as membersof the local communities.Rationale: The area of land required for the storage of flyash is subject to many conditions. Oneof the main conditions is the type of coal used, as a plant using coal with higher ash content islikely to require more land for ash storage/disposal. If the ash content of coal used is lesser, thearea permitted for emergency ash pond should also be lesser. The Flyash Notification 2009states that the CEA and other authorities may permit land area for emergency ash pond up to50 Hectares for a 500 MW unit, based on 45% ash content coal. Further, CEA’s report ‘Review of
Land Requirements for Thermal Power Stations’ (2010) details the appropriate land to beallowed for ash ponds for TPPs with different capacities, but with distinctions based on type ofcoal used. According to the report, plants using indigenous coal should require 0.1 Ha/MW forash pond area, and those using imported coal should require 0.02 Ha/MW. When seen with S.O1561 (E), 2020, we believe clarity on permitted area for ash ponds corresponding to the ashcontent of coal is necessary.
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Clause (6) of the draft notification also states that guidelines are to be issued by CPCB inconsultation with the CEA for technical specifications of ash ponds/dykes, and a procedure fortheir annual certification based on its safety, environmental pollution, volume ash, mode ofdisposal, water consumption/conservation in disposal, ash water recycling and greenbelt etc.We believe this is an urgent requirement given the incidence of ash pond related accidents inthe country and see this provision as a welcome step by the authorities. However, thiscertification needs to be credible, as well as include the knowledge of the local communities asthey are very well acquainted with the state of the ash ponds.
10. Specify meaning of the phrase ‘environmentally sound’ as used in the draft; ensure

compliance information is easily available in public domainRelevant Clause: Clause (7), Section A states that all the steps pertaining to transport of ash isto be done in “an environmentally sound manner.”Recommendation: We recommend inclusion of the steps required to be undertaken by theplants in this regard to be specified in the notification. Further, status of compliance with thesame should be easily accessible in the public domain.Rationale: The phrase ‘environmentally sound manner’ written without explanation isambiguous and has potential to act as a loophole for projects to avoid lesser polluting options ofash transport.
11. Add details of ‘Form A’ to text of notificationRelevant Clause: Clause (7) and (8), Section A mentions a Form ARecommendation: ‘Form A’ must be included either as part of the main text of the notificationor at the very least as a separate Annexure.Rationale: The details of Form A are not provided in the text of the draft or as an annexure.
12. Delete clause stating statutory obligation of 100% utilisation is to be treated as a

change in lawRelevant Clause: Clause (10), Section A states that, “Statutory obligation of 100% utilisation of
ash shall be treated as a change in law, wherever applicable.”Recommendation: Deletion of this clause in entirety. On the contrary, a clause should be addedin Section C that fines imposed under this section should not be treated as change in law or beallowed to be passed on to consumers of electricity under any circumstances.Rationale: The legal obligation for power plants to ensure 100% utilisation has existed since theintroduction of the first Fly Ash Notification 1999, hence is not really a change in law, except forsome details. Adding this clause in spite of this will lead to TPPs resorting to litigation with
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electricity tariff regulatory authorities to allow pass through of such expenses to consumers.This is particularly problematic if this provision is used for passing on the fines mandated inSection C to consumers, as it will take away all the force of the fines.
13. Review modalities of imposition of fine, explicitly clarify unutilised ash will be added

to next cycle, remove provision to return fine to TPP, add provision to shut down
plant on repeated violationsRelevant Clause: Section C in the notification details the fines to be imposed and theirmodalities in case of non-utilisation of fly ash. Here we deal mainly with clause 26 andclause 22.Recommendation: We recommend the following changes in the Section C and relevantclause, particularly clause 26.Along with the provision that “The liability of ash utilisation shall be with TPPs even afterimposition of fines on unutilised quantities”, it should be added that “and such unutilisedash shall be added to the target for utilisation in the next cycle for the TPP, and failure toutilise the ash in the next cycle will lead to imposition of the fine once again on the quantityof ash unutilised.” Thus, it should be clear that the fine will be imposed multiple times, onceeach for each cycle that that the ash remains unutilised.Second, the provision “The fine collected by CPCB from the TPPs and other defaulters shallbe used towards the safe disposal of the unutilised ash” should be deleted and replaced by“The fine collected by CPCB from the TPPs and other defaulters shall be used towardsameliorating and addressing the social and environmental impacts of the unutilised ash”.Third, the provision to return the fine should be deleted. Fines paid are for a violation, andshould not be returned under any circumstances.Fourth, it should be made clear that the amount of fine that is designated in the Notification(Rs 1000 per ton of ash not utilised) is the value in 2022-23 and in subsequent years theactual amount of fine will increase as per the inflation index or price index.Fifth, in case a TPP continues to repeatedly default on its targets of utilisation for twoconsecutive cycles, then its operation should be shut down till the time it utilises the ashremaining unutilised. This is a necessary escalation of penalty. Similarly, if it defaults on itstargets for legacy ash by more than two years, it should be shut down till the legacy ashutilisation target is met.Sixth, clause 22 needs to be modified to state that “TPPs remain liable to dispose/utilise thelegacy ash in spite of any fines paid for non-utilisation at any point of the period allowed fordisposal of legacy ash, including at the end of the said period.” (Notification says 10 years,we are suggesting 7 years). Further, the clause should provide another period of 2 years forutilisation of any such unutilised ash for which fines have been paid, and if the TPP fails to
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utilise the ash in this additional period, then its operation should be shut down till the timeit utilises the ash remaining unutilised.In case of TPPs retiring / being decommissioned, they have to meet 100% utilisation of bothongoing ash generated as well legacy ash before they are retired/decommissioned.Further, fine mechanisms for plants with increased capacity by way of addition of new unitsover the course of the 3 year cycle must be clarified.Lastly, it needs to be clarified that the fine will be levied for any short fall related to thetarget specified, whether a plant is to meet 100% utilisation in a 3 year cycle or a 4/5 yearcycle (as is proposed in Draft Notification for some TPPs for their first cycle or the slightlydifferent first cycle that we have proposed).
Rationale:  The provision to impose fines on the failure to meet ash utilisation targets is awelcome step. We are also in broad agreement with the modalities and provisions of allclauses in this section except Cl. 22 and 26, where we suggest some changes. We also feelthat the rate at which fine is being levied can possibly provide a deterrent to the powerplants and push them for compliance. At the same time, there are several provisions whichshow some internal contradictions, and some provisions which will clearly blunt any impactof the fines.Clause 26 asserts that “The fine collected by CPCB from the TPPs and other defaulters shallbe used towards the safe disposal of the unutilised ash.”, but in the very next sentences alsosays that “The liability of ash utilisation shall be with TPPs even after imposition of fines onunutilised quantities.” It is not clear how the liability is with the TPP if it is the CPCB whowill now use the money given by the TPP to dispose the ash. If this is the case, the fine doesnot remain a penalty; rather it becomes a form of outsourcing of the ash disposal by the TPPto CPCB.This outsourcing nature of the fine is further emphasised because there is no explicitprovision that the unused ash for which a fine has been paid will have to be added to thetarget for utilisation for the next cycle, regardless of the fine. And that in case it is notutilised, it will be liable to be fined once again. Unless this is explicitly stated, the provisionthat “The liability of ash utilisation shall be with TPPs even after imposition of fines” mayremain ambiguous and would be used as a loophole by the TPP to escape its responsibilityto utilise that ash. This ambiguity also remains in the Notification in clause 22 with respectto legacy ash, where is it stated that for legacy ash that cannot be used even after 10 years,fines will be imposed. But it does not clarify what will happen to that ash after theimposition of fines, and that the TPP remains liable to dispose it. That the TPP has not beenable to do so in 10 years (in addition to the years since the time the ash was generated)needs to be viewed seriously and needs an escalation in penalty. Similarly, repeated failure(over two cycles) to meet ash utilisation targets need to be viewed seriously and require an
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escalation of penalty beyond fines.
Second, the proposal to return 90% of the fine paid back to the TPP in case it utilises the ashin the subsequent cycle (or 80%, 70% to be returned if use is in further cycles) is puzzling.First, in principle, a fine is to work as a deterrent for companies to avoid shirkingresponsibility with regards to these targets. By including the return of any amount of thefines imposed, this mechanism stands compromised. Secondly, and more importantly, webelieve that the pollution and health burden due to the unutilised ash faced by communitiesliving near ash dumping/disposal sites is irreversible. The return of a fine does not considerthe damage caused by the unutilised ash in the interim period between the time when itshould have been used and when it was actually used. Instead of being returned, the finesneed to be used to address these impacts.These issues arise with respect to the fines because of the wrong interpretation of the“polluter pays” principle. The preamble /recital to the Notification states that “CentralGovernment intends to bring out a comprehensive framework for ash utilisation includingsystem of fines/penalties based on polluter pays principle.” The National EnvironmentPolicy 2006 defines the Polluter Pays principle as “making the perpetrator of the externalitybear the cost (or benefit)…” In the case of non-utilisation of fly ash, the externality is thesocial and environmental impacts of the unutilised ash. Thus, polluter pays principle willrequire the perpetrator to pay the costs of ameliorating these; note that the costs of safe useor disposal of ash in the first place were always with the TPP, in fact, they are a part of theproject operating costs. These cannot be termed as part of polluter pays. Thus, if the finesare based on “polluter pays” they should go towards those ameliorating social andenvironmental impacts of the ash, and should be in addition the cost of proper disposing ofthe ash as the latter always were the responsibility of the TPP as a part of its operatingcosts. Another role played by the fines is that of a deterrent, making non-compliance withash disposal rules costly for the TPP. If the fines paid are to be used by CPCB to merelydispose off the ash, then it is actually taking over the responsibility of the TPP, and the fineitself will also not be seen as a penalty.A recent report (April 2021) by The Forum of Regulators (forum of central and stateelectricity regulatory commissions) titled “Analysis of Factors Impacting Retail Tariff AndMeasures To Address Them” refers to this Draft (Fly Ash) Notification and notes that cost offly ash transportation to take the fly ash to users around 300 kms will be about 15-23 paiseper unit of electricity generated. It has indicated this figure as a proxy for the cost of ashutilisation. Our own calculations show that fines for TPPs on shortfall of about 50-60% inash utilisation would be in a similar range. This indicates that TPPs would be happy to paythe fine and pass on the responsibility of the disposal of ash to CPCB. This can be preventedonly if it is clear that the fine is not to go towards disposal of ash – the cost of that will stillremain to be borne by the TPP as will its liability; that the fine is only for ameliorating theimpacts of ash, and as a deterrent. And that the TPP will have to pay a fine once again on thesame ash in case it fails to utilise it in the next cycle.
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Comments not necessarily corresponding to any specific clause

14. Plant expansion should be contingent on compliance with ash utilisation targetsRecommendation: The following provisions should be added to the Draft Notification
(a) If the TPP has not met the targets for ash utilisation – either for any specific year or forthe entire cycle or for its legacy ash – then it should not be allowed to go ahead withcapacity expansion. If the application for environmental clearance for expansion is underprocess the same should be put on hold till ash utilisation targets are met. If EC has alreadybeen obtained for the expansion, and / or construction is underway or completed, the unitshould not be commissioned. In particular the Consent to Operate must not be granted untilthe ash utilisation targets of regular and legacy ash for the year are met.(b) Retrospective amendments in the Environmental Clearance (EC) conditions of thermalpower plants reflecting the above must be introduced (similar to what has been ordered byMoEFCC in the case of ECs of TPPs and coal mines potentially utilising ash via filling of minevoids vide OM dated 28 August 2019).Rationale: Plant expansion via addition of new units is likely to increase ash generation. Ifthe plant is not able to meet its existing statutory requirement of the quantity of ash to beutilised, it is clear that it will not be in a position to use the additional ash. This will lead toincreasing the land requirement of a power plant for ash disposal, and also increase impacton local communities. Thus, unless existing units meet ash utilisation targets (both regularand legacy ash), we recommend newer ones must not be allowed to be operationalised.

15. Streamline the creation of committees, make them inclusiveRecommendation:  Add independent experts, civil society groups working on fly ash issues,and members from communities affected by flyash pollution to the committees beingproposed under various clauses: for recommending of eco - friendly modes of ashutilisation, for identification of mines for backfilling with ash/ash mixed with overburden,and for monitoring the implementation of the notification. Further, combine the committeebeing proposed for examining, reviewing and suggesting new eco-friendly modes of ashutilisation with the committee for monitoring the compliance of provisions of thenotification.Rationale:  The draft suggests the creation of multiple committees for different purposes.Decisions regarding flyash utilization are likely to benefit from the voices of those mostseverely affected by fly ash – the draft does not seem to consider this in any way or form.Similarly, the committees also need to have members from civil society groups working onfly ash issues and independent experts as these have been the people responsible for
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highlighting most of the impacts, violations, non-compliance in many cases. Legislationattempting to tackle the unrelenting issue of flyash management in India must ensure moreinclusiveness, transparency and public participation than it does at the moment. Further,three committees (out of four in total) to be created by way of this draft notification havesome members common to them, namely, chairman from Central Pollution Control Board,representatives from Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change, Ministry of Power,Ministry of Mines, Ministry of Coal, Ministry of Road Transport. We recommend thecombining of these to streamline efforts of implementation and monitoring of the newnotification going forward.
16. Add provisions to ensure information generated by way of implementation of various

clauses of the notification is accessible by the publicRecommendation: Information including but not limited to the provisions of the followingclauses must be made easily available to the public (in suitable formats in line with latestinformation technology) - Clauses (3), (5), (6), (7), (8), (15), (17), (21), (26), (29), (31), (32)and (33). This includes minutes of meetings and reports of various committees, figuresreported by TPPs, information collected by SPCB/CPCB for certification, other informationcollected etc. Add separate provisions ensuring that information is to be made easilyavailable to the public (by plant owners and relevant government authorities alike) as partof the notification.Rationale: The draft notification introduces requirements for different information to beprovided by TPPs as well as by newly formed committees. However, there is no explicitmention of ensuring the same is available in the public domain. We believe this is aprovision that must be added to increase transparency and ensure accountability ofdefaulters. Easily accessible information (such as the meeting minutes of committeesdiscussing introduction of new modes, the certification to be provided by SPCBs fortechnical ash pond design, etc.) is necessary to strengthen this notification.
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